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The worms are back in their most destructive game yet. With a gorgeous, hand-drawn 2D look, brand new weapons, the
introduction of crafting, vehicles and buildings plus the return of some much-loved classic weapons and gameplay, Worms

W.M.D is the best worms experience ever.

Work your way through 30 campaign levels of increasing difficulty using the huge arsenal of new and classic weapons at your
disposal. Use new vehicles to cause chaos amongst the enemy ranks and use buildings to gain the tactical advantage as you try to

dominate the battlefield!

Take on up to five opponents in hilarious all-out tactical worm warfare with up to eight worms each, either in local or online
multiplayer, including ranked play. Flatten your opponents with the Concrete Donkey. Turn them into chunks of worm meat
with the Holy Hand Grenade. Rain down hell from above in helicopters or pound them into oblivion with the tank. With 80

weapons and utilities at your fingertips, this is Worms at its chaotic best!

Key Features

Wonderfully 2D: The best implementation of the Worms formula yet, now with a brand new worm, and gorgeous
digitally-painted 2D artwork.
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Vehicles: Worm warfare gets serious with the introduction of vehicles for the first time in the series. Dominate the
landscape in warfare-ready tanks, take to the skies to unleash hell from from above in helicopters and more!

Buildings: Keep your head down, and hide out in a building. Buildings provide a tactical advantage by hiding away your
worms, and keeping them safe from direct attacks!

Crafting: No more waiting around while your opponents take their turns! Grab the crafting crates that drop from the
sky during games to make fiendishly upgraded versions of items such as the Electric Sheep, the Bazooka Pie and the
Holy Mine Grenade to unleash on your enemies!
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Classic Worms Physics and Gameplay: Our brand new engine recreates the feel of the fan-favourite entrants in the
series; and sees the reintroduction of the much loved Classic Ninja Rope!

New and classic weapons: Over 80 weapons and utilities at your fingertips, including many returning classics and a
slew of new additions such as the Dodgy Phone Battery, the Unwanted Present and the OMG strike.

Mounted Guns: As if over 80 weapons and utilities wasn't already enough! A range of different gun types are placed
around the landscape, allowing your warmongering worms to do even MORE damage!

Hilarious single player plus online and local multiplayer warfare: Worms W.M.D comes locked and loaded with a
huge arsenal of Training Missions, Campaign Missions and Challenges for the solo player. Train up then head online to
create havoc in multiplayer modes including ranked play, with room for up to six players with eight worms each on a
map!
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Title: Worms W.M.D
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Franchise:
Worms Franchise
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (32-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Dual Core 6600 @ 2.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4400, GeForce GTX 280, AMD Radeon HD 7750

DirectX: Version 11

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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I really enjoy this game, but I experienced a game breaking bug where my shield flew off screen and I couldn't select a new
room for my mission.

But if you like Darkest Dungeon you'll love this game. The visuals are pretty mediocre, but the gameplay is great.
. I did come very close to giving this game a thumbs down, if only on the basis that the storefront (in fact, all the storefronts,
also on Android, Xbox, PS4) is deliberately misleading about what Funk of Titans actually is. The short and narrow of the issue:
if you're looking for a traditional 2.5D platformer that lets you explore levels, this isn't it. Funk of Titans is an autorunner, of the
same ilk as games like Bit.Trip Runner and Rayman Jungle Run.

That means that your character follows a pre-determined path and you are given the opportunity to perform actions at the right
moments. The simplistic nature of the controls for such games makes them ideal fodder for mobile stores, and indeed, FoT
started out as a mobile game whose premise - taking the myth of Perseus and turning it into a Blaxpoitation parody, complete
with a version of Zeus that has a little more than a passing resemblance to Samuel L. Jackson. It doesn't take itself particularly
seriously - the game is littered with nerd gags in the form of collectables and unlockables.

So, with that being out of the way now, what are we looking at. Three worlds, 42 levels in total, you're looking at around 2-3
hours of playtime if you breeze through without trying to get all three medals, around 6 hours of playtime if you're a
completionist and call for all three medals on each level, try to level up to the maximum and get all 21 achievements. It isn't a
challenging game, even for the most casual gamer, and relies a lot more on blunt memory recall than skill. The secrets (in each
case a Pegasus statue that gives you one of the requisite medals and grants you access to an end-of-level minigame) are pretty
much signposted - you might miss them on the first run, but you'll know where it is by the time you come to your second run-
through. Said minigame, which involves Perseus riding the game's version of Pegasus (a jet engine with a horse's head mounted
on it) is funny the first time, fun the next few times, and teeth-gnashingly tedious and monotonous once you've had to go
through it the 50th time.

Controls are responsive enough, although combat doesn't require a great deal of skill, with some very generous collision
detection.

Graphically, it's a straight mobile port of a Unity Engine game, so you're looking that's par for the course with this type of game
- PS2-level geometry, texture and shadow effects combined with some very in-your-face lighting effects. The music, which
appears to have been licensed from an external composer, is top-notch, and it's a pity that there's no separate soundtrack
available.

Knowing what you're getting, Funk of Titans is a fun, functional little casual time-waster that'll give you a few hours of
entertainment. But it's also painful to witness the potential of such an imaginative principle being wasted on such a banal
principle, and I hope Crowd of Monsters revives Funky Perseus at some point to give us a fully-fledged platformer one day,
because goodness knows, the imaginative story and style deserves better than this.. Nice game, i love this style !!. Just "OK" for
it's price.. wow, this game was awesome, i don't even know why people don't like it. the controls are flawless, the graphics are
stunning.

there could be some more map variety 8/10
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jk it's sucks ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥and it's just completely horrible. Tract some cubes. 10/10
4K Graphics
Premium Sound
Fun and Immersive Gameplay. Definitely worth a buck.. Noob game..

Game create a boring
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In-depth video review is now released! If you prefer a written form, check out the text below!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pz5LLG8zOR8

Let’s talk about the aesthetics of Autocraft first, and I will be supremely direct here. It seems to me that the game tries to hinge
on the simple graphical fidelity train that Minecraft started. Most models seem deliberately low in their polygon count, leading
to this peculiar art style, which could be okay if it would not be as highly inconsistent as it currently is. For example when
looking at the astronaut, the model is actually quite detailed, thus creating a harsh contrast. Moreover, the choice of colours and
in general the shading of the objects (I don’t even want to say texturing, as there is no real texture to it) seems inspired by
smooth pastels, which again contrasts the rest of the aesthetics in terms of providing futuristic, edgy models. The overall
appearance suggests that the developer does not know which way the game is supposed to look, lacking a clear artistic vision.
The missing anti-aliasing does the rest to inflict screen flickering on your eyes wherever possible. Suffice to say, Autocraft does
not give a good impression in terms of graphical fidelity. The same can be said about the overall sound design. Generic,
monotone background tracks trot along while you are playing, never peaking interest or requiring any attention.

But technical facets do not necessarily make a good game bad and horrible gameplay is not rescued just by splendid graphics.
Therefore, let’s talk about the core of Autocraft: the gameplay, consisting of building vehicles and afterwards steering them
through the physics simulation to reach a certain point on the map. The building aspects of the game are actually decent. The
camera can be rotated freely, parts mostly react like you would expect and all parts snap to the backbone of your vehicle making
the building rather intuitive. Additionally you can remap the keys required to steer interactive parts, thus allowing fancy
mechanisms if you are creative enough about it. Sadly, Autocraft wastes said potential as you are mostly required to limit
yourself incredibly to reach the bonus star requirements. Additionally, even when you try fancy things, they usually end up not
working as intended and often a simple solution of flying plane, rocket or standard car is the solution to every level I have
encountered. What is the point of a wacky building game, if we can’t creatively use the level design to design vehicles of our
weird twisted minds?

Immediately when taking your firsts transport out for a ride, you will notice that the physics engine is so obviously terrible that
you wonder which, if any, laws of physics have been applied to Autocraft. The worst part is again inconsistency. In a particular
level, I was pressing W constantly and restarting in between to display how broken the simulation is. Even though the vehicle is
spawned in the same spot over and over, and even though I just press W constantly, thus accelerating constantly, the bounces,
breaks and side-ways reactions seem utterly random. If your game consists of essentially one gameplay element, you better
make sure it is darn good, and currently the physics of Autocraft are anything but that.

At least I got a mild chuckle out of Autocraft when taking roughly ten minutes to build a giraffe, which I then took for a
leisurely stroll through the sandbox mode. Seriously, these are the things I would want to do in a crazy building game like this.
Huge machines, completely unreasonably flying vehicles and rocket boosted drag racers. Well, you could build rocket boosted
drag racers, but Autocraft fails to display any sense of momentum, thus the whole endeavour is actually quite boring.

Overall, even in its early access state, I have to say I do not see a bright future for Autocraft. The inconsistencies throughout the
game are frustrating and frankly there are too many other good competitors in this genre for Autocraft to take off. The ideas are
interesting, but in terms of execution it seems as if the developers are crushed below the weight.. Adds plenty of grimy buildings
but also some nice looking ones too.. Fairly typical find-the-hidden-object game, with mini game puzzles at the end of each
level. Nice to relax with. :). This game has HUGE potential. It had me and my friends laughing like idiots. (Warning: If you're
an AMD user there seems to be some issues right now). Feel free to add me if you're in North America and want to get a game
going.. This is a great puzzle/math game that really kept me thinking. It's begging for undo and reset buttons though. But I like
the optiopn to choose colors. When is the next one coming out?. For anyone wondering, this is a standalone expansion. It is not
curently compatable with the other expansions that have been released. It is basicly the core game, reskinned. There is a mini
expansion you can togle on or off when you play the winter version though, the gingerbread man. It adds one new wooden
gingerbread man token that gets moved around to incomplete cities when you draw a tile with a gingerbread man printed on it.
(if you have the gingerbread man expansion toggled off, the tiles will not have the gingerbread man printed on them). I am still
figuring out the scoring mechanics of said gingerbread man, but basicly savvy players can gain a few extra points with this new
token when played correctly and get a leg up on their opponents. I wouldnt consider this as important of an expansion as the
others released so far, due to lack of compatability, but if you allready have those, this is a fun addition that could be thematic
fun for the cold holiday season.. This game is really good for an indie builder. It's not AAA - but it doesn't need to be gold
plated to be fun. The building and crafting mechanics are awesome- love the different kinds of materials with different tiers that
all do slightly different effects. Want a really pretty smith? Build it with Lapis. Want a black castle? Mine some slate, chop it
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up, and build it.

Sure, the music kinda hurts me and occasionally the AI wants to make me drop kick a midget, but really play on mute and then
send the moron dwarf on a solo adventure into a demon cave. He'll die a horrible death and you'll ultimately feel better. You can
even name him after your ex first.

The traps are pretty cool too, you can build auto reloading blade traps, spike traps, and giant red stone fists.

9.5\/10, would continually bloody auto-fist Orks for hours again.
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